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Abstract: Health-care workers are at extreme risk not only of psychological but somatic disorders as well. Present paper - while presenting the outline of the poor situation of physicians and health-care professionals - strives to enumerate circumstantial factors that induce the probability of negative physical and biological consequences as well as occurrence and extent of burnout. It also aspires to cite all those features that can help diminish these negative outcomes.
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State of health of health-care professionals

The peculiar development of the physicians’ morbidity and mortality rates has been in the centre of the attention of medical sociology researchers worldwide since the advent of the second half of the 20th Century (Györffy and Ádám, 2004b). According to a study conducted by László Molnár in 1988 (Molnár and Mezey, 1991), 20 percent of the physicians under the age of 39 was suffering from some chronic disease. As compared with the average population and people with other intellectual occupations, middle-aged physicians showed an extremely high rate of deaths by infarction. Both international and domestic studies show a significant incidence of psychic disorders, dependency on alcohol and drugs, and suicide among physicians (Pikó, Piczil, 2000; Pikó, 2006; Tyssen et al., 2001). In Western Europe and the USA, physicians are healthier in somatic, but sicker in mental, terms than the average population. In Hungary, however, even the health indicators of health care workers are worse than those of the total population with very bad rates, in any case. The incidence rate of suicide ideas shows a higher prevalence among physicians than average figures pertaining to the total population (Tyssen et al., 2001; Arnetz et al., 1987; Boxer, Burnett, Sweanson, 1995). The latter phenomenon is especially remarkable in the light of the fact that the ultimate objective of the medical profession is the preservation of life.

Dealing with human problems frequently costs helpers the upset of their own psychic balance. Based on experience, the group at risk includes individuals who, for a relatively long time, have been pursuing a job in connection with humans,
requires permanent concentration, and involves emotional stress, while they cannot count on obvious and conspicuous results quickly (Wheeler and Riding, 1994; Lazányi, Molnár, Szluha, 2007; Szluha, Lazányi, Molnár, 2007). Health care workers often report physical and emotional exhaustion, depersonalisation, and a diminished sensation of self-realisation through work (Zammuner, Lotto, Galli, 2003; Maslach and Jackson, 1981a, 1981b; Maslach, 1993; Lee and Ashforth, 1996). However, the risk of the burnout syndrome is inherent in all professions dealing with humans. Burnout is associated with multiple psychosomatic symptoms such as decrease in performance, profession-related and self-evaluation problems, insomnia, a chronic sensation of fatigue, chronic dependency on caffeine and nicotine, alcohol and drug addiction, anxiety and depression (Fekete, 1991).

In 2001 in the United States, the burnout incidence among physicians was 22% (Linzer et al., 2001). Also in the USA, burnout was detectable with more than half of all oncologists (56%) (Whippen and Canellos, 1991). The Hungarian situation is even worse. Health care institutions have always been deemed to be at considerable risk in terms of burnout (Pikó, Piczil, 2006). Among physicians researched by Szilvia Ádám and her colleagues (2009) the prevalence of high level emotional exhaustion was 30, the high level depersonalisation was 40-60, and the high degree of decrease in personal performance was almost 100%.

**Female Health Care Workers at Extreme Risk**

In Hungary, more than half of the physicians, and about 80 percent of health care workers, are women. The expansion of female employment has, however, failed to go hand in hand with decreasing burdens of household duties and child care (Tóth, 1995). Unfortunately, the general health condition and life expectancy of female health care workers have not been investigated yet, though the severity of the conflict of roles, arising from a state of being a physician, a woman, a wife, and a mother simultaneously, is corroborated by numerous demographic data. The female physicians’ life expectancy at birth was 68 years in 1988, which was six years less than the average female life expectancy of the day. According to a startling finding, 51.5 per cent of the female physicians and 34.2 per cent of the male physicians at Semmelweis Medical University (Budapest) had died prior to their age of retirement (Molnár and Mezey, 1991). At a national level, the female physicians had died before reaching their retirement age at a rate as high as 37.7 per cent even in 2000 (Molnár and Feith).

Returning home after having spent her workday under extreme physical and psychic pressures, a mother/wife will either find some outlet for her stress or keep it to herself, and be left alone with her problems. Neither alternative will offer a solution in the long run. For this reason, women employed in health care
jobs which require above-average levels of commitment and skill, are more often divorcees, widows, or just living apart and, in most cases, childless (Nagy, 2001). While such a marital status implies less domestic troubles (with babysitting during night duties, family conflicts, attendance to invalid dependents, etc), it is solitude that aggravates the risk female health care workers are exposed to in any case. It is a generally known fact that the quality of one’s social relationships, and the degree of relaxation involved in social support one enjoys are essential factors in tackling (vital) events full of stress.

The death rate of male physicians over 40 exceeds the mortality of the total population (Molnár and Mezey, 1991), while that of female physicians is even worse than the male average, a state-of-affairs presumably produced by the marked conflict situation which the incompatibility between a woman’s profession and her role in the family implies. Impacts of stress at work destructive to health are particularly seen on female health care workers. With women, long working hours and high emotional and physical strain lead to chronic diseases and infarction more often (Haynes and Feinleib, 1980; Haynes, Eaker, Feinleib, 1984; Theorell, 1991).

Female physicians are in a situation even worse than that. Based on findings by Ádám, Gyorffy and Susanszky (2008), the rates of emotional exhaustion, and those of conflicts between job and family, are significantly higher among woman physicians than their male counterparts. Furthermore, research data showed that the set of woman physicians with high rates of job / family conflicts was significantly correlated with that of those scoring high in burnout.

In consideration of the psychosomatic approach to the emergence of diseases, Zsuzsa Györfy’s findings are not surprising at all. In her investigations, she found that disorders relating to conception and pregnancy, such as spontaneous abortion, endangered pregnancy, or infertility, were predominant among the female physicians’ health indicators (Györfy and Ádám, 2003; Ádám and Györfy, 2003). Based on deep-interview research accomplished in 2002, 74 per cent of the female physicians interviewed reported troubles related to pregnancy or delivery (Györfy et al., 2004). International literature makes numerous references to the fact that work stress inherent in the medical profession affects pregnancy and delivery adversely (Phillips, 2000; Levey, 2001; Palepu and Herbert, 2002). Swedish studies show that overtime work and a changing work schedule increase the probability of abortion (Axelsson, Rylander, Molin, 1989). The probability will grow even higher if the pregnant woman has already had a child (or children). The Canadian researchers’ findings prove that working in the evenings or night shifts produces a rate of spontaneous abortions three or four times as high as usual (Infante-Rivard et al., 1993).
Risk factors

The level of stress at work health-care workers are exposed to is significantly higher than workers in other professions are (Wall et al., 1997). Offering both physical and mental stressors in large numbers, health care is considered to be a working environment with extremely high levels of stress (Lambert, Lambert, Ito, 2004; Pikó, 1999; Wheeler and Riding, 1994). In their turn, increased stress levels adversely affect the health care workers’ satisfaction with their jobs (Ramirez et al., 1996), and with their lives (Mackenzie, Poulin, Seidman-Carlson, 2006), as well their mental health and well-being (Agüir and Burillo, 2004; Zammuner and Galli, 2005). They also induce an intention to change career (Kovácsné Tóth et al., 2004) or, very often, burnout (Allen and Mellor, 2002; Pikó, 2006).

According to literature data, there are many factors that could induce workplace stress. First I will enumerate research findings that addressed definite stressors, and enumerate some complex theories of workplace stressors, that were tested in health-care settings afterwards.

Pressure

In spite of increasing patient turnovers, the number of health care workers, especially that of health care professionals, has been decreasing in Hungary, which has, in turn, led to increased workload.

A comprehensive survey of health care workers’ workload was conducted in 1989 (Bán, 1989). It was found that workloads in both mental-intellectual and physical terms were so high that they pressed back or even prevented mental guidance to patients and their mobilization and preparation for home life. A nurse’s working minutes spent on each patient depend on the nurse’s workload. Drawing comparisons between time and staff head counts available on the one hand and number of patients to be attended on, and amount of such other tasks, e.g. getting patients, instruments, and examination rooms ready, or finding case records, as most of worktime may be spent on, on the other hand, Bán arrived at the conclusion that health care workers’ workload in Hungary exceeded international averages significantly. Based on data from relevant literature, attendance on a ward patient takes a nurse 210 working minutes a day on an average, as opposed to 179 in Hungarian general medical wards, and 98 in Hungarian chronic wards, under review as found by Bán. His findings are so much more alarming as physical overload may lead to inattention, forgetfulness, low spirits, and, ultimately, inadequate attendance on patients.

When it comes to the statutory regulation of work time-to-rest time ratios, the medical profession is usually an exception to the rule (Weinger and Ebden, 2002). In a few sectors of health care, physicians and nurses spend times at work well in excess of respective statutory requirements (especially due to the hospital night duty system). Practitioners of most medical trades shall do their share at weekends, during bank holidays, in the afternoons, and at nights as well. The
multiple-shift rule of work and (night) duty system affect health care workers’ physical and emotional loads considerably. Efforts made to cope with variations in the rhythm of work consume extra energy. Undertaking night duties or multiple shifts in succession is essential for the continuous operation of any health care institution as well as a must for employees in order to tackle their daily financial problems (Molnár and Feith, 2000).

The lengthening of work time and chronological reorganization of work performance may induce various physical and psychic disorders. Close correlation of cardiovascular diseases and mortality with low control over the work schedule has already been demonstrated by early medical-sociological studies (Karasek et al., 1981). Emergence of mental disorders with physicians often coincides with their low levels of control over work (Firth and Cozens, 1997; Hsu and Marshall, 1997). Based on literary data, physicians accomplishing a lot of night and weekend duties, and dealing with a lot of patients in severe conditions, are particularly at risk of burnout (Szicsek, 1995; Firth and Cozens, 1987).

In view of the psychic and health impact of work stress, the amount of leisure time available to one and length of holidays one can take and spend on active recreation, are also key factors. Working in multiple shifts does not only shorten the amount of leisure time available to one, but has its effect also felt on the way one can make use of such leisure time. Night duties and multiple shifts done in succession, - often involving continuous work as long as 24 hours at a stretch, - interfere with social relations, and render the organization of one’s family life difficult. Such difficulties are encountered by women to a particularly great extent. While women are supposed to give their families preference over their jobs and, hence, cannot help suffering more cognitive and actual conflicts than their male colleagues do, they have more difficulty in tolerating the reorganization of their biorhythm physiologically (Agüir, Hoyos, Bolumar, 1993).

Encountering and undertaking the management of social issues such as unemployment or “taking shelter in sickness,” have become, by now, part of the health care workers’ daily routine. Health care workers are supposed to satisfy emotional demands as well as fulfil professional duties thereby aggravating their general overload. To make their situation even worse, they should not give utterance to their stress, frustration, or impatience. They should refrain from displaying their emotions during their everyday work because such display would be contrary to the way they are expected to behave at work. Stress will thus become the source of multiple psychic disorders, or even lead to burnout in extreme cases.

The emotional and psychic overload is a phenomenon very often rendered subject to studies of people practising caring professions (Spickard, Gabbe, Christensen, 2002; Mark, 2005). In Hungary, it has been studied among nurses (Piczil and Pikó, 2003; Pikó, 2006; Szemlély, 2004) as well as physicians (Győrffy and Ádám, 2004a, 2004b; Győrffy et al., 2004). Most often, studies focus on the trio
of depersonalization, emotional exhaustion, and decrease in performance and, besides, on stress at work (Maslach and Goldberg, 1998), to which the development of the former three can be ultimately attributed. On the other hand, job dissatisfaction, career changing, impairment of one’s self-image, and emergence of psychosomatic symptoms is studied as consequences (Jeanneau and Armelius, 2000; Leiter, 1992; Murray, 2002; Ramirez et al., 1996). To sum up, extensive research has been devoted to the various psycho-social characteristics of working environments and their impact on workers, while few treatises deal with the emotional labour of health care workers. Hungarian literature makes only tangential mentions of emotional labour in connection with the emotional exhaustion component of burnout.

Health care workers are continuously working under emotional and psychic pressure. Maslach (1982) tested thousands of American and foreign people in caring professions for the burnout syndrome and found that, out of all stressors at work, adverse staff-to-patients ratios, improper working conditions, long working time and/or shift work and too much time spent on direct physician/nurse/patient interactions were the ones that had their effects felt the most.

Components of work stress inherent in the labour organization were as follows:

- duties not clearly defined
- simultaneous working in multiple teams
- lack of team-spirit
  - no seconding by senior staff
  - jobs to do beyond one’s competence (jobs seemingly unfeasible)
- shortage of labour
  - accumulation of health care-related (treatment-related) and administrative jobs
  - shortage of physicians and health care professionals
  - accumulation of responsibilities
  - unskilled staff
    - defective performance of work
    - training needs increasing the staff’s workload further
- inadequate communication
- adverse occupational climate
- conflicts
  - technical disagreements within a multidisciplinary team (e.g. onco-team)
  - conflicts arising from resource allocation to teams
  - doubts about patient orientation (a health care professional to tell or not to tell a patient a fact which a physician has refrained from telling)
  - conflicts arising from undefined jobs and spheres of authority with health care staff within or outside a health care institution
In this context, there are several factors that can contribute to the development of burnout.

### Incongruent rewarding

Siegrist (1996) finds proportion, or rather imbalance, of effort to reward to be a major potential for development of disease. In the context of a working environment, disproportion means that the reward system is not congruous with the high levels of workload, or employees do not have control over such factors. Based on Siegrist’s theory, it is job characteristics such as work in shifts, high workload, noise, or bad working conditions as well as remuneration / reward system characteristics such as uncertainty of employment, enforced transfer, downgrading, or lack of professional advancement that have influence on employees’ potential for disease. Siegrist differentiates between two coping variables, namely vigor and immersion, reflecting an employee’s attitude towards a particular situation. According to his findings, employees choosing immersion produced cardiovascular diseases, while workload and lack of control over reward were found to be risk factors even with those who chose to adopt an active mode of coping and take positive efforts.

### Lack of control

Several treatises emphasize the fact that little control over performance is instrumental in the development and persistence of burnout (Ramirez et al., 1996; Agius et al., 1996; Cooper, 1989).

Factors of control over performance of work are as follows:

- control over schedule of work
  - breaks
  - working hours
  - number of patients to attend to
  - amount of administrative duties
- features of occupational infrastructure
- nature of team-work

### Different nature of illnesses treated

Norbeck’s (1985) studies lead us to the conclusion that higher levels of work stress induce lower satisfaction and often give rise to psychological symptoms. According to Jones (1987), differing levels of exposure to emotional and other stresses exist in different hospital sections because of the dissimilarity of patients and diseases.

### Complex models
Offering their ‘job demand – control – support’ model, Karasek and Theorell (1990) argue that organizational factors play a key role. Similarly to Siegrist’s findings, they found close correlations between workload, control, and employees’ stress levels at work. This model broadens out the notion of control by identifying control dimensions such as usage of capabilities and decision-making power, and introduces the concept of social support (social / emotional support and additional help to fulfilment of duties) as a positive organizational factor.

Studying Karasek’s model, De Jonge et alii (1999) concluded that while control itself is an inhomogeneous phenomenon, workload has also got three different dimensions. They differentiated between physical, psychic, and emotional workload. In line with the findings outlined in the section on the negative affects of emotional labour, their findings gave evidence of an increased rate of psychosomatic complaints in jobs involving increased levels of emotional workload.

Having deep interviewed 57 physicians, Zsuzsa Győrffy and Szilvia Ádám (2004b) identified six categories of factors producing burnout:
- problems arising from lack of time (defective fulfilment of duties, fatigue, lack of sleep, private life being pushed into the background);
- consequences of financial factors (necessity to do extra work, frequent night duty, lack of help in household duties or child care);
- occupational factors (occupational climate, routine duties, lack of autonomy, bad managerial style, lack of team-spirit);
- treatment of patients as objects or pieces of work;
- aversion to patients;
- role conflicts.

Heck and Ehle (1990) studied factors impeding the performance of work by health care workers. Having added up the opinions of 203 nurses, they identified 12 crucial occupational factors. The five stress factors of utmost importance were found to include attendance to patients in death agony, family conflicts arising from occupational causes; the insufficiency of intra-communal communications; the negative perception of physician/nurse/patient relations; and physical strain.

According to Kelly (1985), health care workers may encounter five types of stress situation at work: conflicts arising from interactions with patients, colleagues (i.e. other health care workers), or superiors, with those rooted in the working environment and related to knowledge and skills.

Studying stress at work among hospice and intensive nurses, Bené and Foxall (1991) found that interactions with physicians, the emotional demands of their job, uncertainties originating in the nature of diseases, workload, and the shortage of resource supply were regarded as the main sources of stress with the majority of the data suppliers. On the other hand, challenges arising from labour organization such as the rotation of jobs, migration between caring units as well as supervision were acknowledged as useful and not considered as sources of stress.
Sonneck (1982) defines the health care professionals’s workload as the result of three dimensions: physical and emotional stress inherent in the nature of the medical profession; the impact of the labour organizations; and control over the performance of work. This structure is capable of combining all three theories outlined above, while allowing a classification of stress factors at work as presented in the supplementary literature.

As represented above, the stressors are numerous and various. Components of stress inherent in the nature of the medical profession are as follows:

1. **High physical and psychic pressures**
   - increasing workloads and lengthening working time
   - work in shifts
   - night duty system
     - upset of the balance between work and private life
     - negative impact of the nature of work on chances of recreation
   - administrative duties
   - cleaning jobs for health care professionals
   - great responsibility
   - frequent crisis situations

2. **Low earnings**
   - necessity to do extra work
   - being frequently on night duty
   - lack of paid help in household duties or child care

3. **Lack of moral recognition**

4. **Levels of emotional and psychic pressure varying with the types of disease**
   - diagnostic difficulties
   - telling a patient a diagnosis of tumour or incurability
   - making a patient acknowledge a status of alteration
   - managing vain hopes of an incurable patient
   - mental guidance to an incurable patient
   - emotional and mental load arising from attachment developed to a patient
   - unfair behaviour of a patient towards health care staff
   - job-related failure (e.g. unsuccessful treatment, failing resuscitation)
   - losing a patient (especially where an attachment has developed)
     - emotional exhaustion, apathy
     - impaired self-evaluation
   - easy access to drugs
How to mitigate the effect of stressors

High workload combined with low support and little control is the cause of multiple psychosomatic diseases. According to the DCS (demand-control-support) theory, however, a supporting occupational climate, social support by colleagues, and a subjective sensation of control over work have a moderating effect on stress arising from workload (Johnson and Hall, 1988; Karasek and Theorell, 1990). Similarly, Van Vegchel et al. (2004) arrived at the conclusion that burnout and, especially, its emotional exhaustion component correlated positively with quantitative job demands and the number of standards regulating the display of one’s emotions, while negatively with control over working and social support. In their research, Himmel, Dietrich, Kochen (2000) and Greenglass, Wolpin, Burke (1994) found that information and material support given by colleagues would reduce the risk of burnout significantly. The forthcoming section strives to cite all the stress-moderating factors that have been researched in health-care setting.

Span of control

Investigations of Van Vegchel et al. (2001, 2002) show that the health care workers’ burnout is dependent upon quantitative and emotional demands, control over work, and social support. It was found that control over work affected all the three dimensions of burnout significantly. For this reason, health care institutions should make sure that they allow their employees to exercise the highest possible level of control. Nurses interviewed thought that enrichment of labour and decentralization would offer a solution to the problem and, besides, if the task-oriented approach of their organization had been replaced by a patient-oriented one, they could have carried out their mission of healing and caring more easily. Schneider et al. (1998) are in favour of a patient-oriented health care organization too, holding the opinion that shifting the focus in health care institutions would allow employees to use their empathy and creativity for the benefit of the patients. By doing so, the patients’ well-being could be improved as well as health care workers would perceive their own efforts more important and efficient.

Van Vegchel et al. (2005) found control over work to correlate with standards pertaining to the display of emotions. This correlation was found to be relevant in both senses. On the one hand, the quality of emotional displays when strictly regulated reduces the sense of personal freedom, while increasing the sensation of being under control. On the other hand, transfer of control over work often leads to the internalization of organizational standards (pertaining to emotional displays), which, in turn, eases external emotional pressures and the sensation of emotional dissonance. The concept of client-oriented control (Dormann et al., 2003) is based on a similar approach. According to this concept, health care institutions should set the goal of patient satisfaction for their employees rather than regulate means and manners of everyday performance of work. Client-oriented control would give health care workers more freedom to make decisions...
for the patients’ benefit and, ultimately, produce a client-oriented organization instead of a task-oriented one.

Restitution

The high levels of emotional demand also showed a correlation with all the three burnout dimensions (Van Vegchel et al., 2004). To lessen the emotional load of health care workers, duties requiring and those not requiring emotional labour should be performed in rotation. A rest area or communal room designed to enable health care workers to get away from their emotionally burdensome tasks would also be useful.

According to Péter Molnár and Márta Csabai (1994), burnout can be prevented. The commencement of the cycle can be warded off by keeping the initial excessive enthusiasm under control. The following preventive check-points are recommended:

- sound aloofness: letting problems be seen objectively;
- intellectual and rational approach to situations full of stress;
- reduction of excessive involvement in interactions full of stress;
- social and working interactions between health care workers, of a supporting and relaxing character and allowing the sharing of responsibility;

Ward climate

Based on a research by Heck and Ehle (1990), it can also be concluded that a good climate at one’s hospital ward. Ward climate consists of:

- tone of communication;
- consideration of proposals;
- physicians’ broad-mindedness to the nurses’ problems;
- conversations about attendance to patients in death agony;
- ongoing training

Numerous treatises deal with the way factors relating to the working environment act upon the health care professionals’ physical and mental health (Agüir and Burillo, 2004; Leiter, 1992; Murray, 2002; Pikó, 1999; Ramirez et al., 1996; Wheeler and Riding, 1994; Zammuner and Galli, 2005). According to the theory of organizational support (Eisenberg et al., 2001), non-financial benefits may, to a high degree, contribute to burnout prevention, to higher satisfaction with and love of one’s job, as well as to improved work performance, ultimately producing better physical-mental health and a sensation of well-being. For this reason, a proper psycho-social climate plays a key role in prevention. A fine and pleasing physical environment with a pleasant general effect of equipment and furniture will alleviate work stress (Rhoades and Eisenberg, 2002).

The supporting function of one’s working environment acts as a protective factor. Social-emotional support provided by one’s superiors, an awareness of the
importance of one’s profession, the enhancement and recognition of one’s commitment to the organization, and the granting of autonomy, may all contribute to the attenuation of psychic pressures inherent in health care work (Lambert, Lambert, Ito, 2004). Such means are particularly efficient if employed in the course of case discussions, staff meetings, professional extension training sessions, or supervisory events. Remedies requiring organizational support may include the granting of the complementarity of jobs with similar profiles, job enrichment, the changing of team compositions, and a variable work schedule (Ramirez et al., 1996). The granting of opportunity for professional improvement is another useful means to prevent lethargy and indifference. Professional extension training may augment one’s network of social relations as well as render one’s everyday work efforts more interesting and motivated. Furthermore, a requirement to translate new knowledge and theories into practice may add new challenges to the daily routine (Zammuner, Lotto, Galli, 2003).

Identification with one’s profession:
Positive identification with one’s profession, is also identified as one of the most useful weapons in the fight against work stress (Heck and Ehle, 1990). This factor has been associated with the following variables:
- fulfilment of one’s professional expectations;
- re-election of one’s profession;
- treatment of the patients’ relations;
- age.

Based on studies by Győrffy and Ádám (2004b), one’s early commitment to and juvenile ambitions for a profession may reduce the intensity and frequency of stress situations occurring later, and help one to find one’s proper balance. An individual with an early commitment is more self-confident and ambitious and possesses greater internal control than those who have elected to take up health care as their profession at a more advanced age (Bowman and Allen, 1990, Szluha et al, 2008).

Social Support
In another treatise of theirs, Győrffy and Ádám (2004a) call attention to the importance of the caregivers’ off-the-job life and that of recreation, as:
- an understanding and accepting attitude towards the patients’ relations;
- division of labour within one’s family;
- leisure time.

Their studies show that the measure of social support as one perceives it as well as its relaxing power, the breadth and depth of the network of one’s social relationships, affect one’s coping potential significantly. The amount of leisure
time available to one, the number of days off one can take a year, and the ways one can spend one’s days of leisure, are factors not to be ignored either when it comes to stress reduction and recreation. According to an old-established practice in several Western-European countries, experts working in some intellectual field are granted a free paid year off every seventh year of their service. This period of time can be used for an overall physical, mental, and emotional regeneration and bringing one up to one’s full strength (Győrfy et al, 2004). A solution like that seems, however, rather utopian in health care in particular, and generally in Hungary.

A study of Greenglass and Burke (1995) proves that the fellow-workers’ emotional support will not only alleviate such feelings as cynicism, uncertainty about work, or sensation of futility of efforts resulting from detrimental work, but will lead to improved self-evaluation and a sense of being important.

‘Bálint Groups’ represent a special form of social support. Each group is a closed community of 10 to 15 persons, existing for two to three years. It consist of healthcare professionals who treat patients with similar diseases, and encounter similar problems during their everyday work. Group sessions provide an opportunity for attendees to use their fantasy and creativity to discuss problems which any member of the Group has experienced. Through a collective learning process, and reflection and supervision of their own activities, Group members will become capable of practising an improved self-recognition, revising their professional identity, and altering their job-related attitude / personality. In other words, the Bálint Group approach has been designed to explore the psychological background of medical work in order to help improve the quality of healthcare activities and, at the same time, protect the mental hygiene of physicians. Work in a Bálint Group is often called a practical assessment of physician / patient interactions.

Summary, conclusions

Caring professions in general and health-care jobs especially are tiring. There are many aspects of workplace stress that cannot be (totally) controlled by employers. Social support for example is an essential element of preventing burnout. However, not even work climate, - and the private sphere of the individual even less likely, - can be fostered by the employers mere will. The first is something embedded (or not) in the organisational culture, and so, hard to change. The second one is mostly dependent on individualistic features, such as personality és emotional intelligence. As individualistic and hard to alter traits go identification with one’s profession is also an example.

However, organisations (employers and leaders) do not lack resources. What is more, it is in their own interest to moderate workplace stress, and through it negative behavioral patterns, such as high turnover rates, or absenteeism, and negative psychosocial consequences like burnout emotional exhaustion or job estrangement.
Excess workload is something that can be alleviated by employers. Time for recreation and recuperation can be preprogrammed, work can be organised accordingly. Excellency at work can be rewarded, overtimes compensated. Even organisational commitment, and through it identification with one’s profession can be gained through impartial, fair and at the same time motivating reimbursement. Employers may lessen the psychological burden on health-care workers by job enrichment and job enlargement, or leaders might decide to decrease the span of control, with this lessening the obligatory behavioral expectations.
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